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PLEASEME is one of the many mischievous games in 
the ‘XXX-ME’ series by Tease & Please. It is aimed 
at two romantic partners and offers lots of fun and 
infinite fantasy possibilities.

This game allows you to discover sexual options that you may not 
have considered before. ‘Taking the lead’ or ‘being subjected’: 
which one do you prefer? The attributes included in this game, 
such as a blindfold that doubles as a bondage ribbon, a feather 
for tickling, and last but not least, a set of handcuffs, will indulge 
your senses in a playful and imaginative way. In addition, the 
game contains six task booklets in ten languages: English, Spanish, 
French, German, Dutch, Polish, Russian, Italian, Swedish and 
Norwegian.

You never know what will happen next with this surprising game. 
How does it feel to be pleasured when you are tied up and unable 
to move? How much pleasure can you get from being tickled with a 
feather in the most sensitive spots on your body when you can’t see 
a thing? Have you ever experienced what it’s like to almost reach 
orgasm, but not quite? When you’re tied up, your only option is 
to resign yourself to it and hope that your partner will soon fan the 
flames again.
 
Take a chance and be surprised by the various tasks that direct 
you to alternate between ‘undergoing’ or ‘performing’. Your senses 
are sure to be heightened to the max, especially when you use the 
various attributes, such as the mask, bondage rope, or adjustable 
nipple clamps. Tease & Please wishes the two of you lots of playful 
pleasure!

In short, PLEASEME is an absolute must for everyone wishing to 
experiment with kinky eroticism as part of their sex life.

The recommended retail price for 
PLEASEME is € 19,99-24,99.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
For more information  
and/or questions,  
please visit www.teaseandplease.eu  
or send an email to  
info@moodzz.nl 

The age limit for  
this game is 18+.

T I M E  T O  P L AY, T I M E  T O  P L E A S E

Also in this series 
TEASME and FUCKME

T IME TO PLAY ,  T IME TO PLEASE


